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Lectra’s New Kaledo® Design Solution Proves Powerful and Easy To
Implement for Children’s Retailer
One of the top children’s fashion design organizations discusses the advantages of
shifting from U4ia to Kaledo® and of benefiting from a close partnership with Lectra’s
design technology experts to help facilitate the migration.
Paris, January 27, 2009 – Lectra, the world leader in integrated technology solutions dedicated to
industries using soft materials—textiles, leather, industrial fabrics, and composite materials—, is pleased to
announce that one of the leading American children’s fashion retailers, The Children’s Place Retail Stores,
recently presented their experience migrating from Lectra’s U4ia to Kaledo®, Lectra’s next generation
textile and fashion design solution, at Lectra’s design seminar in New York. The Children’s Place
completed their successful migration to Kaledo from Lectra’s previous design technology solution in July
2008.
“We knew that Kaledo was the ‘latest and greatest’ in design technology, but the trick for us was to
incorporate the new tool into our design team of 60 users while still getting our collections out on time,” said
Phil Wozny, Senior Director of Merchandising Systems at The Children’s Place, which designs, develops,
manufactures, and retails its own value-priced fashion for children through a chain of 920 stores throughout
the U.S. and Canada. “Together with Lectra’s team, we were able to implement a rapid migration strategy
to effectively cope with the double challenge of learning a new tool and overcoming issues related to
change management. We decided that we would require all users to move to Kaledo without the option of
returning to U4ia. And it worked very well, with only seven days of training for each user and not a single
delivery delay. We’ve been very pleased.”
In their presentation, “Going Cold Turkey,” Wozny and Leslie Farber, Senior Director of Art at The
Children’s Place, explained how they were able to achieve maximum user compliance and productivity
through this switchover strategy—despite initial protests from their teams. “Old habits die hard,” Farber
said, “and some of our designers have been working the same way for eight years or more. But at the end
of the migration, the results were extremely positive, and even the most critical users admitted that they
love working with Kaledo. They frequently come show me new things they’ve learned to do with the
program.”
Separated into training groups of ten people representing a mix of skill sets and job functions, The
Children’s Place teams learned to use Kaledo Print, Knit, Weave, and Collection during their Kaledo
training courses, which were held onsite or at Lectra’s New York training center, with two trainers in each
classroom. The entire group was trained in just five weeks. They then worked entirely on Kaledo for the
new collection. “When they got back after training, they found that U4ia wasn’t on their desktops anymore,”
Wozny said, “because after the training session, it was no longer necessary.”
Wozny and Farber said they set up a feedback program to ease the migration and optimize productivity.
They named “super-users” from each design team who met once a month to share shortcuts and tips and
to help each other resolve various issues. Feedback from those meetings was shared with management at
The Children’s Place and with Lectra teams to maximize communication and efficiency. “We instituted a
very positive and open feedback exchange system with Lectra which helped make our migration
particularly productive,” Farber said. “It has really worked out quite well.”
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Lectra’s Kaledo® design suite: the ideal fashion-dedicated technology design and asset
management solution
Lectra’s Kaledo design suite provides designers with the most advanced digital design development and
management capabilities on the market for both textile and fashion design. Fabric motifs can be created in
or scanned into Kaledo’s Print, Knit, or Weave module, then accurately scaled and positioned with userfriendly arrows to show grain line. The entire design benefits from Kaledo’s simple yet powerful drag-anddrop features. Colors can be created from scratch or chosen from a standard color library such as Pantone,
NCS, or Munsell. Design, textile, and artwork assets are stored and managed intelligently through Kaledo
Collection, allowing design offices to capitalize on past investments.
“Kaledo is so powerful that it adapts well to different users, and there are many different paths to get to the
same result,” said Anastasia Charbin, Product Manager – Design Solutions, Lectra. “During the training
time, we often only show one common path, because the most important thing is to understand the
mentality of the software. Once you know that, you can make it do what you want it to do. You don’t have to
make yourself conform to the way somebody told you that you have to do something or think that there’s
just one way that it has to be done.
“And Kaledo is a new software,” she said. “There’s still a lot of territory to explore in Kaledo. And like with
U4ia, after a while that mentality just becomes second-nature to you, except that with Kaledo, it is all the
more impressive and functional for you.”
The standard in computer-aided design technology for 15 years, U4ia is now being phased out and
replaced by the more powerful, high-performance, and user-friendly Kaledo suite.
“Kaledo offers newer and much richer functionality,” Wozny said. “I knew the technology would be a big
‘win’ for The Children’s Place if it was embraced by our design team and if it helped to streamline and
accelerate our design and development processes. So far, that’s exactly what Kaledo is doing.”

About Lectra
Lectra is the world leader in integrated technology solutions that automate, streamline, and accelerate product design,
development, and manufacturing processes for industries using soft materials. Lectra develops the most advanced
specialized software and cutting systems and provides associated services to a broad array of markets including
fashion (apparel, accessories, footwear), automotive (car seats and interiors, airbags), furniture, as well as a wide
variety of other market sectors, such as the aeronautical and marine industries, wind power, personal protective
equipment. Lectra serves 20,000 customers in more than 100 countries with 1,550 employees and $297 million in 2007
revenues. The company is listed on Euronext Paris.
For more information, please visit www.lectra.com

®Kaledo is a registered trademark of Lectra, SA (France).
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